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ARCC’s New President’s Inaugural
Column
PATRICK B. EDGAR
This past April, I was honored to be elected President of
ARCC. First, I must say that I am truly humbled by this
decision by the Board. I know that I stand on some incredible shoulders as I undertake the responsibility of
serving the Association in this capacity. I cannot claim
the considerable theological background of my predecessor, Len Swidler, or his impressive commitment to
ARCC and the reform of the Church over the years. I
know that I stand in the midst of some incredible scholars
and experienced advocates for reform. I will rely on both
their wisdom and dedication to carry out my duties. I am
also acutely aware of all of those who came before me. I
genuinely hope that the next few years will witness a
recommitment of all to the cause for which we all strive-a
Roman Catholic Church that lives up to its gospel
mission.
My background is somewhat different than most who
have been involved with ARCC. My primary field of
scholarship and experience is public administration. My
fascination with how we organize ourselves in governance arose over 40 years ago when I was a young sailor
working for an admiral. I wondered at the mystery of
how seemingly rational human beings could become so
immersed in what appeared to be a dysfunctional administrative environment. Through my years of experience as an administrator, education culminating in a
Doctor of Public Administration degree, and work as a
consultant, I have come to realize that the mystery is
found in paradox. The actual commitment to working
rationally results in a complex structure entangled in its
own rules and natural reactions to human error. It is
actually the desire to control organizations that creates an
illogical web of practices. At this point in my exploration
of my field, I have concluded that the greatest failing of
public administration is its determination to protect
human beings from themselves. Robert and Janet
Denhardt, scholars in my field,
refer to it as the attempt of public
administrators to steer instead of
just rowing. The steering must
come from the people. As long
as the citizens know they are
able to have more control over
their government, they are more
likely to be committed to its
success.
Later in my career, I
discerned that I was called to
serve the church. So I left a
faculty position to become a
priest. The experience that
followed was equally eye
opening. The skills that I
brought with me as a public
administrator were clearly not
Raymond Temmerman and
wanted by those in charge in the
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church. I tried three different avenues to become a priest,
including joining a religious order. In each setting, the
message I received loudly and clearly was that my knowledge of administration was to be set aside. Being a
determined, if not stubborn, Irish-American Catholic, I
persisted up to the point where I was to be ordained. In
the end, I was turned away as a result of false allegations
against me. It was clear to me that I was not wanted and
the first opportunity to get rid of me was taken. W hat
stands out from this experience is the utter lack of any
kind of due process. For a public administrationist, that is
unfathomable. I was actually told that I had no rights! I
came away with disappointment in a church that had
nurtured me over the years.
A couple of years after the trauma of rejection and
dismay at how my church was so flawed and lacking in
compassion, I discovered the Association for the Rights of
Catholics in the Church. I was immediately taken by the
message on their web site, proclaiming that there is such
a thing as rights. I found like-minded people who believed that the Roman Catholic Church can be so much
more than a medieval institution
controlled by those only interested in preserving their own
positions. As I read more
through the ARCC Light issues
and on the site, I knew that this
was an organization worth supporting. Shortly after the first
encounter and through my interaction with my new internet
community, katholica, I found a
way for me to follow what I
believed was my calling. I was
then invited to consider becoming a member of the Board
of ARCC. I was genuinely
thrilled at this opportunity. Here
was a vehicle for promoting the
Patrick Edgar
cause of a just church. As a
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member of the board, and through continued convermandates of the hierarchy while contributing funds to
sation on katholica, I now know that there are real
maintain its power. The hierarchy, including the Bishop
possibilities for reform.
of Rome, seeks to revive a noble class of bishops who live
Now, as President, I offer my vision for ARCC. W e, as
in grand style and are never challenged by anyone. They
church, find ourselves in a situation of immense chalclaim to be the only conduit of God's will. They have
lenge. There are two enormous issues facing the Roman
aggressively silenced those who disagree, including
Catholic Church and they are not unrelated. First, we
prominent theologians. The assault on the People of
find a church traumatized by a sex abuse scandal that
God, as we have been identified in Lumen Gentium,
seems to grow by the day. It is an issue that just will not
includes controlling the language of liturgy, obstructing
go away. W e have
any control over
known about cases
resources by the
of pedophiles who
laity, and
The Association for the Rights of
happen to be
excommunicating
Catholics in the Church
priests being
those who dispresents
protected by the
agree even in
Sheila & Dan Daley
hierarchy. I emcases not inthe 2010Hans Küng Rights of Catholics in the Church Award
phasize the role of
volving doctrine.
the hierarchy beThis goes far beDan and Sheila, you represent the very best of what ARCC seeks to
cause I do not beyond a mere dishonor and encourage with the Hans Küng Rights of Catholics in the
lieve the scandal
agreement over
Church Award. As co-founders and directors of Call to Action, you
lies in the exiswhat Vatican II
have dedicated your lives to bringing the Vatican II inspired clarion
tence of priests
intended. It is a
call, "We are the Church," to thousands upon thousands of American
who are pedopurposeful atCatholics, challenging us to keep the gospel alive in society, to heed
philes. Priests are
tempt to negate it
the "signs of the times," and to give birth to the REAL church – a church
human beings. As
completely. I do
loving, just, inclusive, transparent, accountable, holy, and filled with
such, they are
not have the
joy.
open to all of the
space here to dehuman frailties,
scribe all of the
Two decades ago, along with others in the leadership of Chicago's
including sexual
actions designed
CTA, you wrote a "Call for Reform." You decided to show the
dysfunction. To
to overturn the
document to Hans Küng who decided to read the entire statement at a
think otherwise, is
council. Suffice it
church conference in Washington, DC, noting that he had never seen a
to fall into the
to say that these
better declaration of the motives and goals of the progressive church.
heresy of cleriare serious matMedia coverage of this event led to an advertisement in The New York
calism which
ters. The RestoTimes and an article by Peter Steinfels on February 28, 1990, Ash
suggests that the
rationists have
Wednesday. CTA as a national movement had been launched. Hence,
priest is superior.
admitted that they
no award could be more appropriate to honor you than one named for
The real scandal is
do not care about
Professor Küng who wrote the following message to ARCC to mark the
in those who
the loss of miloccasion:
chose to cover up
lions of Cathothe sex abuse of
lics. They are
I am highly delighted that Dan and Sheila Daley will be
children. It lies in
committed to a
awarded the prize which bears my name. I have the greatest
the fact that the
small loyal church
admiration for Dan and Sheila. We met many times and have
bishops knew
whether it has
struggled together in the »Call to Action« in favour of a church
what they were
anything to do
faithful to Jesus Christ and inspired by the Second Vatican
doing but did it
with the gospels
Council. The most recent developments in the Vatican and in
anyway. The
or not.
the Catholic Church as a whole are showing that the Roman
Kennedy comI want to make
policy of restoration has failed and that »Call to Action« has
mission in 1986
an important
been on the right track. Together with you I am hoping that
told the U. S.
point here. I do
the present crisis will be the occasion for serious reforms for
Conference of
not accept that
which we have been waiting so long.
Catholic Bishops
those of us com(USCCB) that there
mitted to reform
We are proud to bestow on you the 2010 Hans Küng Rights of
were serious issues
are just a bunch
Catholics in the Church Award.
regarding the
of older Catholics
sexuality of the
who are nostalgic
Leonard Swidler, President
23 April 2010
clergy. They
for the heady days
chose to ignore the
following the
warnings by those
Council. This is
who knew that
much more than
pedophiles are unlikely to be cured. Further, there were
longing for glory days. I believe we are all committed to
those who used this scandal to further their own agenda
the ideal of church that was expressed so well in Gaudiin consolidating their power by claiming that the Catholic
um et Spes, Lumen Gentium, and Rerum Novarum; a
Church was under attack.
church that sees its mission in the world to bring about
The second issue is tied to the self interest of those in
social justice; a church that seeks inclusion over expositions of power. The current hierarchy of the church is
clusion; and a church fully committed to following the
intentionally and systematically trying to overturn the
Holy Spirit as it is expressed through all its people. I am
teachings of the Second Vatican Council. Their goals are
absolutely convinced that if more of the laity, especially
clear. They wish to return to a church that is completely
our youth, were fully aware of the teachings of the
controlled by the clergy-more specifically by the bishops.
Council, they would eagerly join in this cause. The great
The laity in their church only have the role of obeying the
tragedy of our time is how Catholics have been so poorly
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catechized. It is through the resulting ignorance that the
hierarchy is able to promote their agenda of control.
Knowledge is power and the non-ordained are woefully
unprepared in terms of their own spirituality.
My vision for ARCC is to be a prophet organization.
Over the centuries, the church has been called to reform
and renewal by its prophets. I was prepared in the Franciscan tradition at the Franciscan School of Theology.
Francis of Assisi was one of those prophets. He called the
church back to its mission of service to the poor along
with a celebration of God's love. Today, we need to
renew this call to be true to the teachings of Jesus Christ.
The prophet is not a fortune teller or a miracle worker.
The prophet is committed to the proclamation of the
truth. It is through the truth that the People of God will
be able to be re-energized to bringing that message of
God's love to the world. ARCC must use every means it
can find to proclaim this truth. W e must be willing to
spread the word wherever we can that this is our church;
that we are responsible for its mission; and that all the
members of the Mystical Body have an equal role in its
success. ARCC must be the prophet to remind Catholics
that, along with their rights, they have a responsibility for
their own spiritual growth and development.
Peace and all that is good (Pace e Bene),
Patrick B. Edgar, DPA, M.Div.
President, ARCC

Dan and Sheila Daley during the Board meeting

EXCERPT OF SHEILA DALEY'S TALK AT THE
AWARD CEREMONY*
Hans Kung was a significant part of Call to Action early
on and ARCC's assistance in connecting us was
significant. To receive this kind of honor at this point is
very significant to us. It means a great deal to be counted
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among those who are trying to make a significant
contribution to this new church we are trying to work to
bring into existence, nurturing to fuller existence
There is a temptation for all of us to be so discouraged
that we give up on the institution; many have actually left
the church, have decided they can find a home more
comfortable down the street at the Episcopal church, anywhere they can find a community that is supportive of the
values they are seeking; we are losing good, committed
Catholics to other churches.
Those of us in this room know that the church is more
than that. I's not just the institution, it's not just the hierarchy, it's not just the clergy; the church is the people. W e
are the church. That phrase has become a symbol of the
reform movement. W e are the church, we are the
people, and the people are the ones that make the
church live.
W hen we look around and see what that church, the
people, are doing, we can take a lot of pride in our
Catholicism, but we have to look beyond the hierarchy.
Just last month the National Catholic Social Justice Lobby
Network took a stand in opposition to the bishops. That's
unusual. They supported the Senate bill for a healthcare
reform and Network organized to bring on the leadership
pf sixty other women's congregations to support that bill
along with the leadership of the conference of women's
religious. Now, that's leadership in our church, visible
symbol of leadership, we can all take a lot of pride in that,
whether or not you personally supported that particular
version of the healthcare bill, we can all debate those
kinds of things. But the reason the bishops chose to not
support it was so transparently untrue and the stand that
the women took on that was so clearly consistent with
their commitment to serving the poor and those who are
deprived of a voice in our system.
There is a sense that we have a church in Network, in
the women's religious group, the leadership of those
groups, that's very different from where our hierarchy are
right now. There are other symbols of church. Early this
year the devastating earthquake in Haiti made any of us
aware of the significance of the work of Catholic relief
services. They have been working in Haiti on poverty
issues for many years. So they were there on the front
line when this earthquake occurred and they are continuing to work there now. As the news shifts to other concerns they are still there, trying to heal the wounds that
the earthquake has brought, continuing to try to heal the
wounds of the poverty of that nation.
Another group that I've been working with lately is
SNAP, Survivors of Those Abused by Priests, which
reaches out to victims of clergy sexual abuse. These
victims have suffered psychological and emotional
damage to such an extent that it has often ruined their
lives. SNAP is committed to providing the kind of
support and encouragement that can begin the healing
process.
Every day in thousands of parishes Catholic people are
finding ways of reaching out to those less fortunate in
their communities, they are joining with their neighbors
and working for more justice in our laws and in our
political and social structures.
Our Catholic colleges and universities continue to do
an excellent job of educating Catholics not only in terms
of subject matter but also in communicating values which
prepare their graduates to be instruments of the gospel in
today's society.
Indeed, we can take great pride in our church when
we remember to include all these different manifestations
of the Spirit, when we remember not to automatically
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think not of the hierarchy alone as the visible symbol of
our church.
It is this vision of church as a large, diverse community
that Call to Action has been nurturing for over thirty years
along with ARCC and all the many other organizations
that have been part of the reform movement.
From CTA's earliest beginnings, ARCC board members
were among those organizing in Chicago to follow up on
the 1976 Bishops' Call to Action conference in Detroit.
So they were there in the very foundation of CTA and
inspiring our work. Much of how our conference was
shaped with the speakers we chose was inspired, really,
by people who were being marginalized by the institution, and the kind of work ARCC was doing was raising
up those names and those individuals who were doing
the real work of theology and pastoral work, and so we
incorporated that in trying to give them a larger audience
that was thirsty for their words, but also an audience that
would affirm them and say, "You are part of our church,
our community, and we value what you have to day."
ARCC was also very instrumental in helping us bring
Hans Kung to Chicago in 1981. This was maybe the third
conference we had, we weren't very old at the time. W e
ended up having 1,800 people which was by far the
biggest audience we ever had, and it seemed like a great
college reunion at the time. Everybody seemed to know
one another. People felt like they were coming home.
And Hans Kung gave his talk, and his talk was titled "The
Church from Below" and I think that's the church we are
still seeking to raise up, not in the sense of making it
hierarchical, but [the way] we need to symbolize that
word "church" for ourselves. W e don't always think of
that church when we think of church. Unfortunately, we
still think hierarchy, Pope, bishops ... Today the Roman
Catholic W omen Priests is giving us a model, I think, for
the kind of courage that seeks to meet the needs of the
church, of the people, a true servant leadership which
seeks the welfare of the church as a whole despite the
strong condemnation of the hierarchy. As the people of
the church struggle to distinguish between their faith in
the church of Jesus and the appalling failure by leadership
of the hierarchical church such a model may be key to
helping us envision the future of the Roman Catholic
Church Reform Movement.
It seems to me we ourselves, for as long as we have
worked in this
movement, we
ourselves forget
that we are not
talking about
the church of
the hierarchy;
when we are
talking reform,
we tend to go
back to
"they've got to
change"; but
that's not how
it's going to
work. It
doesn't seem to
me anyway at
this stage and
others I've
Gerard Sloyan and Jeannine Gramick
talked to.
W hat has already changed is the church at the grass roots.
Organizations like Network have grown up. Many
different reform groups, such as Dignity, raise up
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members of the church who are being denied full rights
as members of our church. Those structures have already
developed out there, parishes are working, Catholic
colleges and universities are working, so, it's not like the
church hasn't changed. It HAS changed. But we always
think of the hierarchy first.
As I was thinking about this and about the work of the
last thirty to forty years, I went back to scripture and was
trying to remind myself where it is that we get this vision
from. And I came to the passage from Corinthians, and I
think it's
the one
that I
need to
meditate
on,
perhaps
all of us
do, to
remind
us of the
church
we are
trying to
raise up.
It reads,
"There is
a variety
of gifts
but
Leonard Swidler and a guest at the reception
always
the same Spirit: there are all sorts of service to be done,
but always to the same God; working in all sorts of
different ways in different people, it is the same God
working in all of them. One may have the gift of
preaching with wisdom, another may have the gift of
teaching;
and another the gift of faith given by the same Spirit;
another again the gift of healing; one the power of
miracles; another, prophecy; another the gift of
recognizing spirits; another the gift of tongues; and
another the ability to interpret them. All these are the
work of one and the same Spirit." and I think all of them
are of the church we are seeking.
*Transcribed by Ingrid Shafer and edited slightly for
publication.
ARCC BOARD MEETING, APRIL 23-25, 2010
W ASHINGTON THEOLOGICAL UNION,
W ASHINGTON, D.C.
Present: Leonard Swidler, Ingrid Shafer, Caridad Inda,
Charles McMahon, Ray Temmerman, Patrick Edgar,
Richard Lebrun, Sonya Quitslund, Jack Dick, Joseph
Boyle. Guests: Dan & Sheila Daley
Detailed minutes can be reviewed at
http://arcc-catholic-rights.net/minutes.htm.
The slate of candidates for Executive office was put
forward. There being the same number of nominees as
there were positions vacant, the candidates were elected
by acclamation. The new Executive members are as
follows:
President: Patrick Edgar
Vice-President: Jack Dick
Secretary: Ray Temmerman
Treasurer: Sonya Quitslund
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Update on the American
Catholic Council
http://americancatholiccouncil.org/
INVITATION: National Council in
Detroit
June 10-12, 2011 / Discounted Early
Registration
W e are excited to devote this issue of our newsletter to
the developing program for the first National Council,
convening next year in Detroit. W orking together and
listening to all the baptized people of God, we CAN
change our Church. W e invite you to:
*
*
*
*
*

Celebrate with us;
Learn about the history and possibilities for our Church;
Learn about your rights and responsibilities;
Voice your concerns and your dreams;
Be part of the future of our Church;

Registration is now open. Take advantage of significant
discounts with Early Bird Registration through July 31,
2010. Registration link:
www.americancatholiccouncil.us/accregistration.php
– Janet Hauter & John Hushon
Co-Chairs, American Catholic Council, Inc.
————————————————————————————
Program Overview
W hat? A Council, called by the baptized members of the
Roman Catholic Church in the U.S. to celebrate the eve of
the 50th Anniversary of Vatican II. Join with thousands of
Catholics committed to re-energizing the Church as we …
* Celebrate and recommit to principles of Vatican II;
* Share in the fruits of nationwide listening sessions;
* Explore how to work toward an inclusive, responsible,
and open Church that accepts us all where we are and
affirms our right and obligation in conscience, to
participate in ministry and sacraments for all;
* Create an action plan to realize more fully the ecclesial
vision of Vatican II;
W hen? Pentecost W eekend: June 10-12, 2011
W here? Detroit Convention Ctr/Marriott Renaissance Ctr
* The same location where Cardinal Dearden, 35 years
ago, convened Call to Action-the response of the
American Catholic Church to the spiritual motifs and
reforms of Vatican II;
* Detroit’s new Renaissance waterfront with street
musicians, river boat, family entertainment — all
connected by art-laced paths, gardens, amphitheaters, and
a new monorail;
For W hom? All the baptized People of God. Many
international visitors plan to attend. Join us in this
landmark! event and meet thousands of Catholics
committed to re-energizing our Church.
The final program is still in development as we plan to
incorporate the “signs of the times” gleaned from local
and regional assemblies that will continue to take place

through the Spring of 2011. But we know the National
Council will be built around plenary sessions with
keynote addresses by distinguished speakers, “Voicing”
sessions that provide opportunity for all to express their
hopes about the future of our Church, great music (both
gospel and traditional), liturgical dance, strategic planning
workshops on how we move forward after Detroit, a
participative and memorable Pentecost liturgy,
workshops, art, an Exhibition Hall …and hopefully, a
re-commitment to a vibrant, inclusive Church.
————————————————————————————
Keynote Presenters (in order of planned appearance)
Hans Kung: Swiss theologian, educator, author, global
ethicist and ecumenist; Expert advisor at Vatican II and
outspoken champion of the reforms instituted by that
Council; Ordained in 1955, with degrees from Pontifical
Gregorian, Sorbonne, and other noted graduate schools of
theology. (Dr. Kung’s presentation will be in the form of
an interview recounting his experiences at Vatican II and
thereafter, live or filmed, depending upon his health. The
film will be available after the Council in either event.)
Jeanette Rodriguez: Professor and chair in the Dept. of
Theology and Religious Studies at Seattle University;
Author of books and articles concentrated in the areas of
U.S. Hispanic theology, theologies of liberation, women
studies, peace-building, justice education, and genocide
studies. Member of the Academy of Hispanic Theologians
in the United States. Previous vice chair of Pax
Christi-USA; Ph.D. from the Graduate Theological Union,
Berkeley, California.
Anthony T. Padovano: Author, theologian, pastor and
worldwide lecturer; PhDs in theology and literature;
Visiting professor at twenty-five American colleges and
universities; Graduate of the American College in Rome
and ordained to the priesthood in 1960; First president of
CORPUS; Distinguished professor of literature and
philosophy at Ramapo College of New Jersey; Pastor of
The Inclusive Community where Catholics and
Protestants worship together.
James Carroll: Author and distinguished
Scholar-in-Residence at Suffolk University; Columnist for
the Boston Globe; His recent book Practicing Catholic
(2009) explores what it means to be Catholic today; BA
and MA degrees from St. Paul’s College, W ashington DC;
Ordained to priesthood; Shorenstein Fellow at the
Kennedy School of Government at Harvard; Fellow at the
Center for the Study of Values in Public Life at the
Harvard Divinity School; Fellow of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences.
Kathleen Kennedy Townsend: Former Lieutenant
Governor of Maryland and eldest daughter of Robert and
Ethel Kennedy; Graduate of Radcliffe; JD, University of
New Mexico; Numerous government posts including in
the offices of attorney general in the US and Maryland;
Member of the Council of Foreign Relations; Fellow of the
Kennedy School of Government; Author and raconteur of
“growing up Catholic” in the post-Vatican II era.
Joan Chittister: Member of the Benedictine community
and former Prioress in Erie, PA; One of the most articulate
social analysts and influential religious leaders of our
time, writing and speaking on behalf of justice and
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equality both in the Church and in society; Her many
awards include the U.S. Catholic magazine award for
Furthering the Cause of W omen in the Church; Nine of
her 40 books have received Catholic Press Association
recognition; Graduate degrees from Notre Dame and
Penn State; Regular columnist for National Catholic
Reporter.

From John Greenleaf’s Blog:
http://anothervoice-greenleaf.org/
Lacking in both the Dallas Norms governing the Catholic
Church in the United States and in CDF’s Cardinal
Levada’s announcement of changes in the church’s
universal laws is any mention of the fate of bishops who,
by ignoring the reported sexual abuse of children by their
priests, allow them to victimize yet more children.
This truly is the elephant in the sanctuary.
Nicholas P. Cafardi, former dean at Duquesne University
School of Law in Pittsburgh, writes pointedly in NCR:
The Dallas Norms effectively shifted the burden of
the abuse crisis from the bishops who ignored the
abuse to the priests who perpetrated it. The universal
norms announced by Cardinal Levada ignore the
problem entirely. And yet, we must come to terms
with this part of the problem. Unlike in the American
church, in Ireland, the bishops who re-assigned priest
abusers, had the courage to resign their bishoprics. But
even here, there is a problem. It should not be up to
the bishop to dismiss himself. Something in the
church’s law should make this happen.
And there is something in the church’s law that
does. Canon 1389, §2, says that “A person who
through culpable negligence illegitimately places or
omits an act of ecclesiastical power, ministry, or
function with harm to another is to be punished with a
just penalty.” Certainly bishops who have knowingly
or negligently re-assigned a known priest child-abuser
to yet another parish have performed an act of
ecclesiastical power that has caused harm to another,
i.e., the additional child victims.
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Had enough with what is happening in the
Catholic Church?
Join ARCC today!
The Association for the Rights of Catholics in the
Church (ARCC) is an international network of active
Catholics working to bring about substantive
structural change in the Catholic Church.
ARCC membership is $25 per year.
§ If you are a member and have not renewed your
membership for this year, please do so now. With
your active engagement our change network grows
in strength and influence.
§ If you are a member and bring in one more new
member, we will credit you with $25 for next year.
§ In any event, we want to hear from you.
John A. Dick
Vice president of ARCC and chair of membership
drive
In order to join ARCC, please do either of the
following:
1.If you want to pay electronically with Paypal go to:
www.arcc-catholic-rights.net/join_arcc.htm
After completing the Paypal process, please send
your membership information (at least: name,
address, telephone number) in an e-mail to
arcc@arccsites.org .
2.If you prefer to send a check, click
www.arcc-catholic-rights.org/membership1.htm to
open a more detailed traditional membership form,
print it, fill it out, and. send the completed form with
a check for $25.00 to:
ARCC
3150 Newgate Drive
Florissant, MO 63033

In his announcement, Cardinal Levada re-affirms
that “the right, as mandated by the Roman Pontiff to
judge…bishops” belongs to the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith. It is time for some of those
canonical trials of bishops who have re-assigned
priests with a known history of child sexual abuse to
start. Only then will we laity know that the church has
a legal system that really works. It’s up to you,
Cardinal Levada, to fill in this missing part of the
church’s law.
A good suggestion for Cardinal Levada indeed. You can
email directly:
Cardinal W illiam Joseph Levada
Prefect, Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
cdf@cfaith.va
It is time for canonical trials of bishops who have
re-assigned priests with a known history of child sexual
abuse.

Sonya Quitslund, Caridad Inda, Mary Lou
Hartman, John A. Dick
ARCC Light is published by the Association for the
Rights of Catholics in the Church.
For membership information, contact ARCC, 3150
Newgate Drive, Florissant, MO 63033, send email to
ARCC@ARCCsites.org, or visit our website,
http://ARCCsites.org/.
Editor: Ingrid H. Shafer, PhD (ihs@ionet.net)

